Jatco/Nissan
JF010E
(RE0F09A/RE0F09B)

113741-11K
Lockup Control Plunger Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Jerking on coastdown
- Harsh engagement
- High engine RPM due to no lockup

113741-04K
Oversized TCC Limit & Lube Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Engine stalls on engagement
- Loss of lockup
- Increased RPM during acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL4 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

113741-15K
Oversized Torque Converter Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- TCC slip codes
- Overheat
- Lubrication failure
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL13 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

33417N
Primary & Secondary Pressure Sensor
Fits Either Valve Body or Case Location
Helps cure:
- Shift concerns

113741-09K
Oversized Primary Pressure Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Chatter on acceleration
- High/Low line pressure
- Pulley breakage
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL9 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

113741-07
Oversized Pump Flow Control Valve
Helps cure:
- Chain slippage
- Delayed engagements into Forward & Reverse
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL7 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture. The VB-06 base plate is highly recommended when using this tool kit. The standard VB-FIX base plate would require drilling and tapping to allow reverse installation.

113741-17K
Oversized Secondary Pulley Control Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Chain slippage & pulley fracture
- Chatter on acceleration
- RPM surge on acceleration
Note: Requires tool kit F-113741-TL17 & the VB-FIX reaming fixture.

113741-01K
Solenoid Regulator Valve Kit
Helps cure:
- Chatter/Noise on acceleration
- Loss of ratio change
- Increased chain & pulley wear

Click on Sonnax part numbers to see more information.